INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR ONE Dry Erase System
Application of Magnet Receptive Wallcovering to Wall:
NOTE: When installing any MAGNET RECEPTIVE WALLCOVERING, great care should be exercised when trimming
wallcovering around electrical outlets. These items may act as conductors of electricity due to the ferrous content.
Do not allow this material to come into contact with any exposed wires. Turn off electricity when working around
outlets.
Cut around all electrical openings so adequate clearance is allowed between material
and electrical wiring and boxes.

-

Wall should be prepared to a LEVEL 5 finish for best results.

-

DRY HANG.

-

FIRST pre-paste the wall area to be hung with a smooth and level coat of HEAVY DUTY CLAY BASE
ADHESIVE using a 3/8” Nap Roller. Pull down TIGHT for a texture-free surface. MUST let this coat
FULLY DRY before proceeding. This is a critical step to insure a good bond to the wall surface and to
allow the adhesive to air cure properly.

-

After the first coat of adhesive is fully dry, apply a second smooth and level coat of HEAVY DUTY CLAY BASE
ADHESIVE to the wall surface using a 3/8”nap roller, then proceed to hang the Magnet Receptive
Wallcovering.

-

Hang material either vertically like a standard Type II vinyl wallcovering or railroad drops horizontally
down the wall.

-

If railroading the material horizontally down a wall and the height exceeds the 54-inch width, Install the two
more narrow strips (top and bottom) first, then apply the larger middle strip by overlapping and double
cutting the seams. This technique hides the seams better

-

Double cut all seams using the necessary blade to avoid scoring the drywall. Do Not Free-Hand. Use a
straight edge to ensure a clean, straight seam. Use a new, sharp blade for each cut. Make sure all seams
are tight fitting to get the desired end result.

Application of pigmented Paint over Wallcovering Base :

-

Apply 1 – 2 coats of Sherwin Williams PREP RITE PROBLOCK or PPG SEAL GRIP Interior / Exterior primer,
tinted to the desired color.

-

Lightly sand if necessary using 220 grit sandpaper

-

Let the PREP RITE PROBLOCK or SEAL GRIP cure for a full 24 hours BEFORE the SNAP! Dry Erase Coating is
applied. Applying the SNAP!Dry Erase Coating prior to a 24 hour cure time can result in compromised dry
erase performance and will void the Warranty.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR ONE Dry Erase System (continued)

Inspect surface for any unwanted texture. If present, lightly sand surface to ensure it is as smooth as possible. Then clean
with a micro-fiber cloth.
Application of Clear Dry Erase Coating:
STIR the product well prior to use !!
Only apply with provided Foam Roller Cover.
Step 1: Pour contents into painters’ tray with fresh clean liner.
Step 2: FULLY saturate provided Foam roller cover by rolling in product multiple times to allow roller to absorb material.
Note: Alternative roller covers will leave residue or bubbles in the finished coat, voiding the warranty.
Step 3: Use a vertical Up and Down coating method to spread one loaded roller cover, starting midway up the wall, move
the roller up and down in a vertical pattern to cover the 9” roller width by approximately 9 ft (6 - 7 sq ft area.)
Step 4: Reload the roller cover, and continue down the wall using the same up and down rolling method, being sure to
keep a wet edge at all times. Continually inspect your work to ensure complete coverage and that a, solid, level coating
has been achieved. It is important to make multiple passes to ensure uniform coverage and even distribution with no
heavy spots, holes, or uneven texture left on the surface. Inspect carefully from all angles to ensure the entire surface is
well-coated. Repeat process for additional sections.
Step 5: Wait 5 days for product to cure prior to use as a writing surface (recommend the use of EXPO BULLET Low
Odour markers and microfiber cloth erasers).
Clean up and Disposal:
Step 1: If saving coating from partially used can, it must be sealed completely AIRTIGHT to avoid product
hardening in the can.
Coating must be poured through strainer when reused. Otherwise, let unused coating harden in open container and
dispose of in accordance with existing federal, state, and local environmental control laws.
Step 2: Discard all roller covers and tray liners. Do not pour unused coating down the sink or drain. Clean roller frames
with standard paint thinner.
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